
You supervise our laborers, but if necessary you also actively 
step in (pallet truck).

Responsiblities:

You will set up the planning for our transport. We employ 5 
truck drivers who are responsible for transport between our 
greenhouses, the sorting warehouse and external locations.

You are responsible for stock management and checking 
our stock.

You follow up the orders of our foreign harvest and arrange 
transport for resale.

You are responsible for warehouse management in the sor-
ting warehouse. This includes: reception of goods, booking 
material in the system, creating order stickers, etc.

Interested in the job?

Then send your CV and a short 
motivation to  jobs@denberkdelice.be

Your application will be treated with discretion and you can count on a personal response
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Logistics Planner

Den Berk Délice

Den Berk Délice is a leading specialist in top quality flavored
tomatoes. Spread across 9 production locations, it grows and
markets tomatoes with a keen eye for quality, partnership, 
lexibility and sustainability. For and by people. A motivated team 
of more than 700 people works daily to achieve our mission: to 
enable consumers to enjoy the tastiest taste tomatoes 365 days 
a year.

Den Berk Délice continues to grow and wants to strengthen its 
motivated team with a: Logistics Planner

As a Logistics Planner, you are the right hand of the Logistics 
Manager in our sorting warehouse. You support in the general 
organization of our warehouse and logistics.

Logistics Planner

Full-time position as a clerk

What can you expect from us?

Valued role in a young, dynamic team

Training, coaching and support

Varied and challenge in a fast-growing company

Attractive salary package in line with your experien-
ce and knowledge.

Profile:

No degree or experience requirements. Experience 
as a warehouse worker or in logistics is a plus.

You can be flexible regarding working hours.

You speak Dutch and English fluently. Knowledge of 
Romanian is a plus but not an obligation.

You enjoy communicating with different people and 
in different languages.

You are strong in planning and organizing, but you 
also like to work with your hands.


